
Portfolio Presentation for 
ICP Training FZ-LCC Ras 
Al Khaimah
Welcome to the portfolio presentation for IPC Training. Get ready to explore 
the impressive journey and remarkable achievements of this talented 
company.

contact us :- enquiries@ICPCelebrants.com 

Tel:  +971 585935197



IPC Training UAE - Assessing and IQA 
Services
At IPC Training UAE, we pride ourselves on delivering top-notch assessing and IQA services tailored to 
meet the diverse needs of our clients. Our expertise spans across a range of qualifications, ensuring that our 
clients receive the best in terms of quality and professionalism.

Qualifications We Cover:

Customer Services

Business Administration

Aviation Training

Cabin Crew Training

Event Training

Pricing Structure:

Service Type Price per Hour (Dhs) Corporate Rate (20 
learners)

Discounted Price 
(Dhs)

Assessing 150 3,000 2,550

IQA Services 200 4,000 3,400

Note: Corporate rate applies when a minimum of 20 learners are booked for assessing work. Employers or 
trainers availing this offer will receive a 15% discount on the total cost.

Billing & Payment:

Invoices will be issued every 30 days.

Payment terms are set at 30 days from the date of the invoice.

Choose IPC Training UAE for a seamless, professional, and cost-effective training assessment experience. 
We are committed to ensuring that our clients receive the best value for their investment.



About Claire Bainton Managing Director
Driven by a desire to make a difference, Claire consistently seeks opportunities to contribute to society. 
Claire and her team excel in assessing and IQA skills, always aiming to create meaningful impact through 
their work.  Claire has a flare for training, assessing and IQA.  Her passion is CPD (continual professional 
development) she believes, everyone has the ability to learn. 



Key Achievements

Recognition

Claire's outstanding work has 
been recognised with 
prestigious awards in some of  
the industries she has worked 
in. Her team and their talent 
and dedication have earned 
them a well-deserved 
reputation.

Innovation

ICP Training has consistently 
pushed the boundaries of 
creativity, developing 
groundbreaking solutions for 
complex problems. Their 
innovative mindset sets them 
apart, and with offices in the 
UK and now UAE their 
knoweldge is being shared.

Leadership

As a natural leader, Claire has 
successfully guided teams 
towards achieving remarkable 
results. Her strong 
communication skills and 
ability to inspire others make 
her and her team a valuable 
asset.



Industry Training

Civil Celebrancy

ICP Training played a pivotal role 
in designing a captivating courses 
in Civil Celebrancy showcasing 
their exceptional eye for 
creativity.

Airline Training 

In this project, Claire and her 
team, expertly captured her 
knowledge and experience within 
the airport and airline training 
industry. 

Customer service and 
business administration

The ICP Training team,  have 
transformed the art of learner 
and CPD with courses in Business 
Administration, Management, 
and Customer expactions and 
services. 



Conclusion
ICP Training  portfolio is a testament to their passion, expertise, and commitment to excellence. 
With a proven track record, they are ready to tackle new challenges and make a significant 
impact.



Q&A
Have any questions for Claire? Ask away! 

They are excited to share further insights about their journey and discuss potential collaboration 
opportunities.


